INTRODUCTION {#Sec1}
============

First reported in late 2019, the COVID-19 has become a pandemic across the world. As of the time of writing this review (May 29, 2020), there are more than 5 million confirmed cases and over 357,000 deaths due to COVID-19. The elderly have a higher mortality rate than other age groups. The pathogen that causes COVID-19 is the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), a betacoronavirus that is genetically homologous to the SARS coronavirus from the 2003 outbreak (SARS-CoV) ([@CR1]). Initial work suggests that the SARS-CoV-2 enters the host cells by binding to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), similar to the case SARS-CoV ([@CR2]). Potential therapeutics including antiviral medications, protease inhibitors, and monoclonal antibodies are being developed or in clinical trials. Remdesivir, a nucleoside analog prodrug developed by Gilead, is the most advanced antiviral drug undergoing clinical investigation against COVID-19 (NCT04292899, NCT04292730, NCT04280705, NCT04315948, NCT04257656). In a recent placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial with 1063 patients, remdesivir shortened the medium recovery time by 4 days, from 15 to 11 days, and reduced the mortality by 14 days from 11.9 to 7.1% ([@CR3]). In a separate study, remdesivir was shown to be ineffective for patients with severe COVID-19, however ([@CR4]). Data from an open-label, randomized phase 2 clinical trial showed that the triple combination of interferon-beta-1b, oral lopinavir-ritonavir (protease inhibitors), and oral ribavirin (a nucleoside analog), when given within 7 days of symptom onset, was more effective in suppressing virus shedding and alleviated symptoms, as compared to lopinavir-ritonavir alone ([@CR5]). Despite the fact that there are hundreds of clinical trials initiated since the outbreak of COVID-19, an antiviral drug effective in all patient groups is yet to be developed and evaluated. Therefore, the need for vaccinating the entire population against the SARS-CoV-2 virus is urgent, and vaccination will likely be the most effective way to control the pandemic. This task is highly challenging because we first need to develop a safe and effective vaccine, and then manufacture, distribute, and administer it to the vulnerable population within a short timeframe. Development of a safe and effective COVID-19 vaccine is not easy, but manufacturing, distribution, and administering the vaccine could potentially face extraordinary challenges as well, especially in developing countries and if the vaccine must be injected, and the cold chain is required to maintain its stability and activity. Currently, there are more than 100 COVID-19 vaccine candidates under development and that number is still increasing. As of May 29, 2020, thirteen vaccine candidates are undergoing clinical evaluation (see Table [I](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These diverse types of vaccine candidates face a variety of challenges that are related to development, manufacturing, storage, and distribution, to mass vaccination.

Table ILandscape of COVID-19 Vaccine Development

Overview of the Types of Vaccine Candidates Against COVID-19 {#Sec2}
------------------------------------------------------------

Vaccine candidates against COVID-19 have diverse compositions, from traditional whole-pathogen vaccines to various new-generation vaccines (see Table [II](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Traditional whole-pathogen vaccines consist of live-attenuated vaccines (live pathogens with reduced virulence) and inactivated vaccines (thermally or chemically inactivated pathogens), both are relatively straightforward in their development processes ([@CR6]). Live-attenuated vaccines introduce a mild infection that resembles the real infection, leading to a strong immune response and the immunological memory can last for years. The main drawback associated with live-attenuated vaccines is potential safety concerns. Live-attenuated vaccines often have higher reactogenicity compared to recombinant protein-based vaccines, and the live-attenuated viruses have the potential to infect people with compromised immune systems or reverse back to virulent strain ([@CR7],[@CR8]). The inactivated vaccines are relatively safer as live pathogens are not involved, but they can be lower in immunogenicity and often require multiple doses to establish immune memory. Although the vaccine itself is safe conceptually, a defect in the manufacturing process may cause a disease outbreak, as happened in the Cutter incident, in which the defective polio vaccine manufactured by Cutter Laboratories caused 40,000 new cases of polio, including 200 cases of paralysis and 10 deaths ([@CR9]).Table IIOverview of the Types of Vaccine Candidates Against SARS-CoV-2Vaccine typeMechanism featuresDevelopment and production featuresLive-attenuated vaccinesElicit strong immune response, the protection is long-lasting, causes reactogenicityProduct development and manufacturing process is highly established but requires handling live virusInactivated vaccinesLess reactogenicity, also weaker immune response than live-attenuated vaccines, requiring multiple dosages and adjuvantsProduct development and manufacturing process is highly established but requires handling live virusRecombinant protein-based and vector-based vaccinesSafe, induce a precise immune response, weak immunogenicity, and may require the addition of adjuvantsEpitope selection, antigen design, and vehicle development are not straightforward. Some new-generation vaccine types were not produced on large scale before.Trained immunity-based vaccineMay boost the innate immunity against a wide range of infectious agent, the efficacy, and mechanisms are still under studyCurrent available across the world, but each country has its version. Not the traditional specific adaptive immunity-inducing vaccine.

The new-generation vaccines, including recombinant protein vaccines and vector-based vaccines, only incorporate a specific antigen or antigens from the pathogen, instead of the whole pathogen, giving a better safety profile ([@CR10]). Designing a successful new-generation vaccine requires a thorough understanding of the structure and the immunopathogenesis of the pathogen. Therefore, it may take a longer time to initiate the development of new-generation vaccines for novel pathogens. Fortunately, the SARS-CoV-2 virus is homologous to SARS-CoV and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERSCoV), which have been studied for years. Based on the carrier of the antigen, the new-generation vaccines for COVID-19 can be classified into recombinant protein-based vaccines and vector-based vaccines, *e.g.*, Messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines, plasmid DNA vaccines, viral vector-based vaccines, and non-pathogenic bacterial vector-based vaccines. Some critical features of new-generation vaccines are listed in Table [III](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Other vaccine types such as toxoid vaccines and polysaccharide conjugate vaccines are mainly used for bacterial infection and therefore will not be discussed here.Table IIIDelivery Systems for Next-Generation Vaccines Against COVID-19Vaccine typeVaccine vehicleAdjuvantExample of commercial vaccinesIn development for Covid-19AdvantagesDisadvantagesRecombinant protein vaccinesDelivery systems can be used but not requiredAlum, QS-21, AS03, AS01~B~, AS04, CpG1018, MF59 are used in commercial vaccinesHepatitis B, HPV, *etc.*NVX-CoV2373Most studied strategy, having lower immunoreactivity than whole-pathogen vaccinesImmunogenicity is weak and requires multiple vaccine dosages and/or adjuvantsmRNA vaccinesNaked mRNA or nanoparticles (NPs)mRNA itself has adjuvant effect, but additional adjuvant can be addedIn clinical trialsmRNA-1273, BNT162No risk of host DNA integration, production platform is highly flexibleStability and half-live of mRNA are short, transfection efficacy is at least ten-fold lower than viral vector, have never been commercialized beforeplasmid DNA vaccines*Ex vivo* transfection or NPsThe vehicle serves as adjuvantfor veterinary use onlyINO-4800Easy to produce, chemically stableRequires an intradermal electroporation device to transfect the cellsViral vector-based vaccinesVirusThe virus serves as adjuvantLUXTURNA®ChAdOx1 nCoV-19, Covid-19/aAPC, LV-SMENP-DCHigh transfection efficacy, the viral vector imitates the natural process of infectionSome population have existing antibodies against the vehicle virus, thermostability is poorNon-pathogenic bacterial vector-based vaccinesLactic acid bacteria (LAB)The vehicle serves as adjuvantAll in clinical trailsbacTRL-SpikeThe easiest platform for scale-up production, better thermostability than other platformsThe immunogenicity is generally weak, no existing product using this approach

The S Protein Is the Main Target for the Recombinant Protein and Vector-Based Vaccines {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The selection of the target antigen for a new-generation vaccine is based on the structural and pathobiology information of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The genome of the SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA ([@CR2]). SARS-CoV-2 has four main structural proteins including spike protein (S), envelope protein (E), membrane protein (M), and nucleocapsid (N) protein. The S proteins are located at the outer surface of the virus particles and can bind to ACE2 on the cell surface, allowing receptor-mediated endocytosis of the virus ([@CR2]). Based on crystallography, ACE2 binding patterns between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are highly homologous ([@CR2],[@CR11]) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The ACE2-dependent mechanism also suggests animal models that express human ACE2 equivalents should be used in challenge studies to evaluate the efficacy of a vaccine ([@CR12],[@CR13]).Fig. 1Overlay comparisons between SARS-CoV-2 RBD (yellow, PDB ID: 6VW1) and SARS-CoV RBD (blue, PDB ID: 3D0H) bind to ACE2 (red, PDB ID: 6VW1). Residues close to the interface are highlighted in green for SARS-CoV-2 RBD and cyan for SARS-CoV RBD. Image of 6VW1 (Shang, J., Ye, G., Shi, K., Wan, Y., Luo, C., Aihara, H., Geng, Q., Auerbach, A., Li, F., 2020. Structural basis of receptor recognition by SARS-CoV-2. Nature 581, 221--224.) and 3D0H (Li, F., 2008. Structural Analysis of Major Species Barriers between Humans and Palm Civets for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus Infections. J. Virol. 82, 6984--6991.) are visualized using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System

The SARS-CoV S protein can use CD209 and CD209L as alternative receptors, but it has not been reported if SARS-CoV-2 can also use these receptors ([@CR14]). Since the S protein plays a critical role in the virus life cycle, most COVID-19 vaccine candidates use the S protein as the antigen. Previously in SARS-CoV vaccine development process, liver damage was observed in the animal model when the full-length S protein was used as the vaccine antigen ([@CR15]). Therefore, using an S protein fragment, such as the receptor-binding domain (RBD), as vaccine antigen might be a safer choice for COVID-19 vaccine candidates.

Information Technology Accelerate COVID-19 Vaccine Development Process {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In a fast-paced research environment like the COVID-19 pandemic, high-speed genomic sequencing technology allows early identification of the pathogen, and the online database and preprint platforms allow researchers to share the latest data and opinions without the time-consuming publishing process. Using samples collected in December 2019, the complete genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 was posted on January 10, 2020, on [virological.org](http://virological.org) by Edward C. Holmes on behalf of a consortium led by Yong-Zhen Zhang ([@CR16]) and later on GenBank (GenBank: MN908947.1). The fast sequencing and data publishing process allow early initiation of vaccine development. The United States National Institutes of Health (NIH) even started to develop COVID-19 vaccines on January 11, 2020, the next day after the genome sequence was available ([@CR17]). In theory, a recombinant proteinvaccine or a vector-based vaccinecan be developed solely from the sequence information. The binding pattern of the SARS-CoV-2 protein to ACE2 receptor was first published in preprint server BioRxiv on February 19, 2020 ([@CR18]) before it was published in a peer-reviewed journal on March 30, 2020 ([@CR2]).

Recently, applications of computational approaches including machine learning, deep learning, and molecular dynamics (MD) have been expanded to vaccine antigen constructs. MD simulation has been applied in epitope-carrier fusion construction in HIV vaccine and malaria vaccine ([@CR19],[@CR20]). The machine learning tool was used to predict the antigen-specific immune signatures in vaccines based on immune profiling data ([@CR21],[@CR22]). Ong *et al*. (2020) predicted possible vaccine targets of COVID-19 using a machine learning tool, including the non-structural protein (nsp3), a novel target that has not been tested for vaccines ([@CR23]). The *in silico* tools can reduce the time and cost associated with vaccine development. Although using computational approaches in vaccine development is a relatively new area, it can be foreseen that they will play a more important role in the future.

It is noted that the computational tools, especially the MD simulation, demand high computing power. The deployment of cloud-based computing allows researchers to conduct such research without investment in expensive information technology infrastructures. This unique advantage became available after the last SARS-CoV pandemic. For example, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure were launched in 2006, 2008, and 2010, respectively.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS OF NEW-GENERATION VACCINES {#Sec5}
===========================================

Recombinant Protein Vaccines {#Sec6}
----------------------------

The recombinant protein vaccine uses a part of the whole protein or a protein fragment such as the RBD or fusion of RBD with a carrier protein as the antigen ([@CR24]). Once taken by the antigen-presenting cells (APC), the antigen protein is digested in the endosome, while a small fraction of the digested fragments is trimmed and presented to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II molecules, triggering downstream immune responses. For SARS-CoV, it was shown that animals immunized with recombinant protein vaccine candidates can produce neutralizing antibodies ([@CR24],[@CR25]). The main disadvantage of the recombinant protein vaccine is that it usually only induces specific humoral immune responses and sometimes only provides partial protection to viral infections ([@CR26],[@CR27]). Therefore, recombinant protein vaccines often require an adjuvant in the formulation to increase the immunogenicity. For example, vaccine candidate NVX-CoV2373 for COVID-19 uses Matrix-M as the adjuvant ([@CR28]).

Viral Vector-Based Vaccines {#Sec7}
---------------------------

In viral vector-based vaccines, the antigen is cloned into a viral vector that lacks the ability to reproduce. Common vectors include lentivirus, adenovirus, and adeno-associated virus (AAV). The viral vector imitates viral infection disease state and therefore can produce stronger cellular immune responses as compared to the recombinant protein vaccine. Previously, a SARS-CoV vaccine candidate was developed using the AAV vector ([@CR29]).

Bacterial Vector-Based Vaccines {#Sec8}
-------------------------------

Bacterial vector is another option for vector-based vaccines. Among them, the non-pathogenic lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are the most promising ([@CR30]). Symvivo's COVID-19 vaccine candidate, bacTRL-Spike, uses LAB as the vector and is currently in the clinical trial. The LAB vaccine vector has some advantages: LAB is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) as a food or food additive, the manufacturing cost is low, and it can be lyophilized to provide better stability profile ([@CR31]).

Plasmid DNA Vaccines {#Sec9}
--------------------

DNA vaccine eliminates the need for using live viruses hence having a better safety profile. The manufacturing process of plasmid DNA is relatively straightforward, and the double-strand DNA molecules are more stable than virus, protein, and mRNA, and can be freeze-dried for long-term storage. The main prohibitory factor for the plasmid DNA vaccine is the low transfection efficacy, requiring transfection modalities. For example, the Inovio's COVID-19 vaccine candidate, INO-4800, uses a handheld electroporation device, CELLECTRA ([@CR32]). The vaccine is injected intradermally along with electrodes, then an electric pulse is applied to open the cell membrane, allowing the plasmid to enter the cells. Using an established device allows fast launch in clinical trials, but it also introduces additional hurdles in mass vaccination.

Messenger RNA Vaccines {#Sec10}
----------------------

The mRNA vaccine is the newest generation of vaccines in which all components can be produced *via* chemical synthesis. Since antigen expression from mRNA is a transient process, the risk of host DNA integration is negligible. The elimination of using live materials is an advantage from a quality control standpoint and allows quick product switching in manufacturing facilities. This is because different proteins differ only in the sequence of the RNA molecules, which can be easily modified in the solid phase synthesis process. Being fully-synthetic also eliminates the risk of disease transmissions from the manufacturing facility, especially for high-risk pathogens like Ebola ([@CR33]).

Naturally occurring mRNA molecules have low apparent transfection efficacy. Therefore, lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) are often used to incorporate the mRNA molecules for transfection purposes ([@CR34]). A typical LNP formulation consists of an RNA condensing lipid to form a complex with the mRNA molecule, helper lipids to provide the structural rigidity, and lipidized polymer coating to modify the surface properties of the particles ([@CR35]). Once phagocytosed by a cell, the LNPs are exposed to a low pH environment in the endosome, and the RNA condensing lipid can puncture the endosome and allow the mRNA molecule tobe released in the cytosol. Therefore, the RNA condensing lipid is the key component of this platform. The 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP) and dilinoleylmethyl-4-dimethylaminobutyrate (DLin-MC3-DMA) are the two common commercially available positively charged lipids for this purpose ([@CR35]). Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine candidate mRNA-1273 is an LNP-encapsulated mRNA vaccine that encodes the S protein, given as two doses by intramuscular (IM) injection ([@CR36]).

Trained Immunity-Based Vaccines {#Sec11}
-------------------------------

Conventional vaccines activate the adaptive immune system, providing pathogen-specific protection. In contrast, the trained immunity-based vaccines (TibV) stimulate the innate immune system, providing protection to unrelated pathogens ([@CR37],[@CR38]). The Bacille Calmette-Guerin (BCG), a vaccine for tuberculosis disease, is currently under clinical evaluation for its ability to induce trained immunity against COVID-19, which will take time to prove ([@CR39]). Even if the BCG vaccine is effective against COVID-19, it has a unique challenge that the manufacturing standards of BCG vaccine differ across different countries, and it is unclear if certain quality criteria should be required to provide protection against COVID-19 ([@CR40]).

Inactivated and Some of the Vector-Based Vaccines Require Adjuvants to Boost Their Immunogenicity {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Establishing an antigen-specific immune response requires triggering of the innate immune system to detect the antigen as foreign objects. However, the inactivated virus and recombinant protein antigen are often weakly immunogenic and require an adjuvant to boost the immunogenicity. Viral vector-based vaccines and bacterial vector-based vaccines do not require adjuvants. In the COVID-19 vaccine development race, the inactivated COVID-19 vaccine candidate from Sinovac uses Al(OH)~3~ as the adjuvant ([@CR41]). Introduced in the 1930s, aluminum salts, known as "alum," are the first adjuvant used in commercialized human vaccines and are still used in about 80% of adjuvanted vaccines today ([@CR42]). Once injected, the insoluble alum particles activate cascade 1 by activating NLRP3 inflammasome, followed by releasing proinflammatory downstream cytokines including IL-1β, IL-18, and IL-33 ([@CR43]--[@CR47]).

Alum induces the recruitment of monocytes to the site of injection, which then move to the draining lymph node and differentiate into CD11c^+^ MHC class II^+^ peritoneal dendritic cells (DCs) ([@CR43]). These monocytic DC precursor cells were shown to be responsible for priming naive CD4^+^ T cells. The release of IL-1β leads to T helper type 2 (Th2) CD4^+^ T cell differentiation, which mediates the differentiation of B cells that secrete antibody isotypes IgG1 and IgE. The bias towards Th2 response explains that alum is not efficient in inducing cell-mediated immune responses, especially cytotoxic T cell responses ([@CR48]). For an efficacious COVID-19 vaccine, if specific antibodies alone cannot stop the viral infection and prevent the disease, then an adjuvant other than alum that can help induce a strong cellular immune response might be needed. For example, the monophosphoryl lipid A (MPL) is a Toll-like receptor (TLR-4) agonist used in multiple adjuvants systems. TLR-4 activation promotes IFN-γ production and differentiation of CD4^+^ T cells with the Th1 profile, enhancing cellular immune response ([@CR49]). Among the few vaccine adjuvants in human vaccines, CpG1808, AS-04, and AS-01~B~ may be tested.

Messenger RNA molecules have intrinsic immunogenicity that is analogous to RNA virus infection, often referred to as "self-adjuvant" in mRNA vaccines ([@CR50]). For mRNA vaccines, proinflammatory responses may be from the mRNA molecules *per se* and the delivery vehicles such as the LNPs. Chemical modifications of the mRNA molecules may alter their proinflammatory activity, but the delivery vehicles and the mRNA condensing lipids can both induce unwanted proinflammatory responses ([@CR34],[@CR51]).

Scaling-Up Viral Vector-Based Vaccines Has to Balance Between Cost and Quality {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Viral vector-based vaccines are replication-defective and lack the essential components for viral replication in normal cells ([@CR52]). In the manufacturing process, the viruses are replicated in a complementing cell line contains the missing components. To avoid producing viral particles with replication-competent, in complementing cell lines, the missing components are separated into three or four plasmids ([@CR53]).

Although the commercial manufacturing process of viral vectors for gene therapy had been developed decades ago, the complexity of viruses requires optimization for specific products to fulfill the requirements of quality and cost-efficiency. Scaling-up of viral production capacity is a bottleneck of viral vector manufacturing ([@CR54],[@CR55]). Therefore, the current challenges of virus vector-based vaccines still lie in manufacturing with a good balance between high recovery yield and impurity clearance and the reduction of cost ([@CR54],[@CR56]). Conventionally, transient transfection of adherent cell lines (*e.g.*, HEK293T cell) is used for viral vector production, but this method has a limitation of production capacity ([@CR57]). Scaling-up can be achieved by applying a suspension expression system culturing in a bioreactor to replace the adherent cells grown in cell stacks ([@CR54],[@CR58]). However, the suspension systems in which cells and virus particles are mixed in the liquid together may generate more challenges to downstream processing where the virus particles are purified from the media. Virus particles adhere to the cell debris, cell membranes, and/or host cell impurities (*e.g.*, DNA and proteins) resulting in loss of virus particles in clarification steps if small pore size filters are chosen, or insufficient removal of process-related impurities if related large pore size filters are chosen ([@CR59]). Effective removal of impurities, maintaining high recovery yield, and reducing the price per dose rely on the downstream process optimization. Centrifugation, clarification, ion exchange chromatography, size exclusion chromatography, DNA digestion, and tangential flow filtration are the common methods for downstream process ([@CR60],[@CR61]). Although most supplies for those processes are commercially available, each product requires process optimization to meet the quality standards, making process development time-consuming and labor-intensive. The clearance of residual host cell DNA and host cell proteins is another challenge of suspension viral production process as host cell DNA and proteins may adhere to viral particles tightly, and co-elute in chromatography processes ([@CR61],[@CR62]). The biophysical properties of the individual virus type and the relationship between each step should be considered in manufacturing process development. For example, lentiviral vector (LVV) is sensitive to shear force, temperature, and pressure ([@CR61]); the sheer force generated in the tangential flow filtration process can damage the capsids of LVV and lead to virus aggregation. The aggregated LVV will then clog the membrane of the filter during the consequent sterile filtration process, resulting in a low recovery yield.

LACK OF THERMOSTABILITY IS A MAJOR BURDEN AND BARRIER LIMITING WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION {#Sec14}
=====================================================================================

The ideal vaccine will be in a ready-to-use dosage form that can be stored at ambient temperatures with a long shelf life (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Our current reality is far from ideal because commonly used vaccines today require refrigerated storage at between + 2 and + 8°C ([@CR63]). Some biologics even requires a lower temperature to maintain stability. For example, ZOLGENSMA® is an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector-based gene therapy product that requires − 60°C storage condition ([@CR64]). Maintaining vaccines in a cold chain is challenging in both developed and developing countries ([@CR65],[@CR66]). It is estimated that cold chain alone contributes to as high as 80% of all vaccination costs, and the lack of vaccine knowledge during transportation and storage often causes the exposure of vaccines to a temperature below + 2°C ([@CR67]). Vaccines in liquid form should not be frozen because the slow freezing creates tremendous stress to the colloids. During the freezing process, nucleation of water pushes the solutes or particles into small volumes between the water crystal, which causes irreversible aggregations ([@CR68]).Fig. 2A comparison of routes of administration between the ideal vaccines and the current COVID-19 vaccine candidates

Although formulation technology cannot address the cold chain capacity and equipment issues, the thermostability of vaccines can be improved by formulation technologies. As a starting point, the solution pH, ionic strength, redox potential impact both the chemical stability of the antigen, as well as the colloidal stability of the suspension. If changing these parameters alone cannot provide enough stabilization, additional stabilizers can be used. For example, arginine is a commonly used stabilizer for protein-containing formulations, preventing aggregation. The excipients can also stabilize the active ingredient during the manufacturing process. For example, sugars are often used in live-attenuated vaccines as the cryoprotectant to protect the viability during the lyophilization process ([@CR69]). For vaccines using modifiable delivery vehicles such as mRNA in LNP vehicles, surface modification to the LNP can also stabilize the particles. For example, PEGylation is commonly applied to nanomedicines to prevent aggregation and enhance penetration through biological barriers by providing water dispersibility and steric repulsion ([@CR70],[@CR71]). Phenol, 2-phenoxyethanol, and thimerosal are used in some vaccines as preservatives ([@CR72]). Note that the selection of the excipients still mostly relies on empirical knowledge with limited rationalization. For example, although arginine has been used for years as a stabilizer for protein products, the mechanism is not well understood ([@CR73]--[@CR75]). Systematic approaches such as Quality by Design (QbD) are often used to identify suitable excipients and their concentrations ([@CR76]).

Lyophilized Vaccine Has a Better Thermostability {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------

Lyophilized biological products have better stability compared to biological products in liquid form in general. The lyophilized powder can be reconstituted before injection or used directly for inhalation or intranasal vaccination if it has good aerosol performance properties. As mentioned previously, many vaccines, especially those containing aluminum salts, cannot tolerate slow freezing conditions. Previously, we reported that an ultra-rapid thin-film freezing (TFF) technology can be used to address this problem ([@CR77],[@CR78]). In the TFF process, droplets of the vaccine suspension are dropped onto a frozen surface, and the small droplets are frozen in the order of milliseconds (\~ 10^2^ K/s). The frozen pallets are then dried using a standard lyophilizer. Compared to slow freezing (*e.g.*, 1 K/min) where large ice crystals are formed, smaller ice crystals are formed in rapid freezing conditions (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The direction of heat transfer, the thickness, and volume of the thin-film may also play a key role in reducing the sheer force generated during the freezing process ([@CR79]). Using TFF technology, we prepared dry powder of alum adjuvanted vaccine without causing aggregation or loss of immunogenicity ([@CR78]). The dry powder vaccine can be stored at ambient temperature while maintaining its immunogenicity ([@CR80]). Importantly, the highly porous, brittle matrix nature of the thin-film freeze-dried powder, with good aerosol performance properties, enables needle-free intranasal administration of the vaccine powder ([@CR81],[@CR82]). For live bacterial and viral-based vaccines that are unstable in liquid formulations, lyophilization is often used to preserve the viability, such as BCG and MMR vaccines ([@CR83]). Thin-film freeze-drying can also be applied to prepare aerosolizable dry powder of viruses or bacteria ([@CR84]).Fig. 3A comparison between slow and fast freezing process

For dry powder vaccine intended for hypodermic needle-based injection after reconstitution, main challenges include potential contamination in the reconstitution step, errors made during reconstitution, and the extra time needed to reconstitute the vaccine and fill it into a syringe, which may significantly slow down the rate of mass immunization in the case of vaccinating against COVID-19. In the project management perspective, perhaps the biggest challenge to the COVID-19 vaccine formulation is the time constrain. COVID-19 vaccine development demands quick product launch, leaving little time for optimizing formulation as the stability study is time-consuming. The understanding of the degradation pathway, aggregation process, and antigen-adjuvant interactions is critical for rational experimental design, reducing trial-and-error failures.

Route of Administration Plays an Important Role in the Vaccination Outcome {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The vaccine dosage form design must take into consideration of the route of administration. The vaccine has the unique property that the route of administration can affect the extent and quality of immune responses that are independent of the administered dose ([@CR85],[@CR86]). Since COVID-19 is primarily a respiratory disease, establishing a mucosal immune protection is critical, indicating that mucosal vaccination (*e.g.*, intranasal, pulmonary, oral) might be superior to parenteral vaccination. Some vaccines induce different immune responses when administered *via* different mucosal routes. Tomar *et al*. (2019) demonstrated that hepatitis B vaccine can induce high IgG titers when delivered to the deep lung but no titers when delivered intranasally, in contrast to the influenza vaccine where no difference in titers was observed between lung delivery *versus* nasal delivery ([@CR87]). Previously, Du and coworkers developed an intranasal SAR-CoV vaccine candidate ([@CR29]), indicating that an intranasal COVID-19 vaccine is feasible. However, most of the human vaccines approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are administered parentally, which induce systemic immunity only. Currently, there are no commercial vaccines that use the pulmonary delivery route, and therefore, intranasal and oral vaccinations are the most straight forward solution to satisfy the mucosal immunity need. There are three intranasal vaccines already on the market: Flumist®, Fluenz®, and NasoVac®. FluMist® is a live-attenuated trivalent/quadrivalent influenza virus vaccine (LAIV) that consists of the influenza A strains H1N1 and H3N2 and two influenza B strains, protecting against seasonal influenza infections. European Medicines Agency-approved Fluenz® is also an intranasal influenza vaccine consisting of four live-attenuated strains (H1N1, H3N2, and two influenza B virus) developed to prevent influenza infection in individuals older than 24 months until the age of 18. NasoVac®, another intranasal vaccine, was developed in India for the sudden threat of a pandemic during the year 2009. It contains a live-attenuated monovalent strain of pandemic A/California/7/2009 (H1N1) influenza. Noted that these existing intranasal influenza vaccines are all cold adapted, but heat sensitive, allowing the viral replication in the nostrils but not in the lungs. Furthermore, the vaccines also display a good safety profile ([@CR88]). Nasal vaccines based on inactivated or subunit vaccines remain difficult to commercialize. For example, the subunit Nasalflu Berna® adjuvanted with an active heat-labile toxin (LT) from *Escherichia coli* had to be taken off the market shortly after its launch because it was linked to several cases of Bell's palsy, a transient facial paralysis ([@CR89]). It was suggested that the adjuvant in the formulation caused the side effects ([@CR90],[@CR91]). Finally, when dosed intranasally, a vaccine is intrinsically prone to inducing Th17 immune responses ([@CR92]), which may not be ideal for the clearance of SARS-CoV-2 viral particles from the lung. Another limiting factor for a nasal or pulmonary COVID-19 vaccine is the need for a special delivery device, and the delivery device, while costly, may also exert pressure on the vaccine formulation. For example, loss of a virus titer was observed when using a nebulizer to deliver a live virus formulation ([@CR93]). Therefore, it is not surprising that almost all COVID-19 vaccine candidates made to clinical trials are given by injection (see Table [IV](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}), although they may not induce specific mucosal immunity.Table IVRoutes of Administration for Commercial Vaccines and COVID-19 Vaccine CandidatesRoute of administrationExamples of commercial vaccines (non-COVID-19)Vaccine candidates under clinical investigation for COVID-19Mucosal vaccinationsIntranasalFlumist®, Fluenz®, NasoVac®NoneOralOral polio vaccine (OPV), RotaTeq® (RV5), Vaxchora®bacTRL-SpikeParenteral vaccinationsSurface electroporationNoneINO-4800Intramuscular injectionBioThrax®, ERVEBO®, HEPLISAV-B®, Menveo®, PNEUMOVAX® 23, Pentacel®, GARDASIL® 9, Fluzone®mRNA-1273, BNT162, AD5-nCoV, PiCoVacc, Covid-19/aAPC, ChAdOx1 nCoV-19Intravenous infusionNoneLV-SMENP-DCIntradermalBCG Vaccine, Intanza®, Fluzone®BCG vaccineSubcutaneous injectionBioThrax®, DENGVAXIA®LV-SMENP-DC

CONCLUSION {#Sec17}
==========

The COVID-19 pandemic now exerts tremendous pressure to scientists to develop safe and effective vaccines. In this race to develop a vaccine, its formulation serves as a bridge between stages of product development and must be considered throughout the development process. In the early stage, selecting the appropriate antigen, adjuvant, and the delivery vehicle is the most critical task in the formulation, which requires an understanding of the working mechanisms and biophysical characteristics of the vaccine antigen. Then, the formulation emphasis moves to formulate the vaccine in a specific dosage form that is stable and feasible for large-scale production. Aspects of product distribution and route of administration should be considered at this stage as well. Needle-free mucosal vaccination by the intranasal or pulmonary route offers advantages for COVID-19 protection as well as for mass immunization. Formulating vaccines into dry powder can help improve the thermostability of the vaccines and ultimately reduce the costs of vaccination. Technologies are available to transform vaccines from liquid to thermally stable solid powder for needle-free intranasal or pulmonary vaccination. Even if they are not adopted in the current race for safe and effective COVID-19 vaccines, it is not too early for governmental agencies and not-for-profit organizations around the world to support the commercialization of these technologies to prepare for the need of rapid mass vaccination for the whole world in the next pandemic.
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